
Properties

Electromagnetic SpectrumElectromagnetic Wave

Modi�ed Ampere’s Law

Displacement Current

Maxwell’s Equations

Electromagnetic Wave

• Do not carry any charge

• Do not de�ect by electric and magnetic

   �eld

• Travel with speed of light in vacuum

• Frequency does not change when it goes 

   from one medium to another, but its 

   wavelength changes

• Transverse in nature

• Do not require any material medium for

   propagation

The orderly distribution of electromagnetic 

waves in accordance with their wavelength or

 frequency 

It is the current which is produced when
electric �eld and hence electric �ux changes
with time.

Radiowaves: Used in radio communication

Infrared: Useful for elucidating molecular 

            structure.

Visible light: Detected by stimulating nerve 

          endings of human retina.

Ultraviolet: Can cause many chemical 
                             reactions, e.g., the tanning of
        the human skin.
X - rays: • Penetrate matter
         • Ionize gases (e.g., Radiography)

Gamma rays: In the treatment of cancer and 
           tumours

Speed of an electromagnetic wave in free
space is given by

Magnitude of E and B are related as E0—
B0

= c

c = 1
μ0ε0
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B.dl = μ0( IC + ID)
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An electromagnetic wave is radiated by an 
accelerated charge - as coupled electric and 
magnetic field oscillating perpendicular to 
each other and also to the direction of propa-
gation of the wave.
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